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ABSTRACT
The increasing volume of unsolicited commercial email has driven the anti-spam industry towards taking advantage of every technique that can trim down the number of unwanted messages from the early stages to help reduce processing time and hence, system load.

This research paper aims to answer the question ‘in how many ways can you send an email?’ Of course, in theory all SMTP servers behave according to the relevant RFC, but this is not necessarily the case in practice. Moreover, specific implementations behave differently, even if purportedly implementing the same set of rules.

The authors propose ways of fingerprinting the behaviour of various email-sending software. The actual contents of the messages are ignored. Instead, sending behaviour is analysed at the SMTP and TCP/IP protocol levels to find distinguishing patterns. Identification is based on several strategies including heuristics over packet sequence and length.

This is done with the purpose of identifying email messages originating from botnets and isolating them from those originating from various kinds of legitimate email servers. This is possible due to the way spam bots work, and their limitations.

INTRODUCTION
The first thing that comes to mind after reading the abstract is the highlighted question: in how many ways, really, can one send an email message? You just send it, and that’s it. This is why it came as a surprise to us to discover that some spam waves define the TCP/IP protocol patterns associated with the source of the message particularly well.

The first signals began showing up when we started fine-tuning our custom SMTP servers, which are written in node.js. Selective logging of the TCP/IP packets revealed that, in some cases, packet sizes were standing out oddly.

A word about TCP/IP and MSS
SMTP is, of course, built on top of TCP/IP, a protocol which represents the foundation of reliable, ordered and error-checked delivery of data over networks.

In a nutshell, TCP accepts data from a stream, divides it into chunks and adds a TCP header to each chunk, creating TCP segments. TCP segments are then encapsulated into Internet Protocol (IP) datagrams and exchanged with peers.

Relevant in this context is a parameter of TCP called the maximum segment size (MSS). This represents the largest amount of payload data (not counting TCP headers), specified in bytes, that TCP is willing to receive in a single segment. For best performance, the MSS should be set small enough to avoid IP fragmentation but large enough to avoid overhead. The initial MSS is deduced by each side from the maximum transmission unit (MTU) size of the networks over which they communicate. It is then announced during the initialization of the TCP connection, in an attempt to optimize the performance of data transmission. Furthermore, TCP senders can use strategies that dynamically adjust the MSS according to the network conditions, all of these in order to minimize IP fragmentation.

The default TCP maximum segment size is 536 bytes, a value which bears close relation to the minimum network MTU size [1]:

\[
\text{MSS} = \text{MTU} - \text{sizeof(TCPHDR)} - \text{sizeof(IPHDR)};
\]

The TCP and IP headers are, by design, variable in size. By convention, the default size for each of the headers is considered to be their minimum size (20 bytes each), hence the following:

\[
\text{MSS} = \text{MTU} - 40;
\]

There are several reference values for MTU sizes, depending on the transmission media. The following table is a non-exhaustive list of MTU sizes for different network media [2]:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Network</th>
<th>MTU (bytes)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>16 Mbps Token Ring</td>
<td>17.914</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 Mbps Token Ring</td>
<td>4.464</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FDDI</td>
<td>4352</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethernet</td>
<td>1500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IEEE 802.3/802.2</td>
<td>1492</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PPPoE (WAN Miniport)</td>
<td>1480</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: MTU sizes for different network media.

Spam bots and why they are special
Spam botnets are the most common way of sending spam because they can easily be automated:

1. An outbreak of viruses and worms is sent in the wild, infecting systems and deploying a malicious application – the bot.
2. The bot registers with a command and control (C&C) server controlled by the botnet operator and is ready to receive and serve several commands, such as sending emails from via SMTP.
3. Spammers purchase email-sending services from the operator, providing them with templates and target address lists.
4. The operator instructs the compromised machines to send out spam messages.
One important aspect here is the great variety of systems that can be infected, among which we enumerate:

- Home-owned Windows-based PCs
- Email servers
- Servers that host unpatched WordPress/Drupal etc.
- Mobile phones
- Lately, even refrigerators and other devices belonging to the Internet of Things [3].

Bots belonging to the above categories have very different network environments, leaving traceable marks in the TCP/IP logs and creating distinguishable patterns.

THE SET-UP

In order to analyse the SMTP data and determine how it is split into TCP/IP segments, we created a simple SMTP server supporting the basic commands so we could simulate the receiving of an email message. The server was written in node.js to emphasize the different network events that occur as messages come in. We pointed some spam trap domains towards the server and we waited. Not for long.

In order to test how TCP/IP handles large chunks of data split over multiple write attempts, we created a small TCP/IP server hosted in the USA and a small client hosted in Romania that sends data to the server. Both have similar MTU sizes.

HOW TCP/IP SPLITS DATA IN MULTIPLE SEGMENTS

Using the simple client-server set-up described above, we started analysing how different data transmission scenarios end up on the server.

The server logs sessions of data it receives on each line with this format:

```
[<session #>] (<segment #>) <segment size> (<segment #>) <segment size> ...
```

For example, the following line:

```
[2] (1) 4320 (2) 800
```

Means that in session #2, the server received a 5KB buffer in two segments, one 4,320 bytes long, and one 800 bytes long.

**Scenario #1**

In this scenario, the client sends a single 5KB buffer with a single write call. The client code is:

```
client.write( buff5k );
```

Repeating this scenario at well-delimited intervals led to the following results on the server:

```
[1] (1) 5120
[2] (1) 4320 (2) 800
[3] (1) 1440 (2) 1440 (3) 2240
[4] (1) 1440 (2) 1440 (3) 1440 (4) 800
[5] (1) 2880 (2) 1440 (3) 800
[6] (1) 1440 (2) 1440 (3) 1440 (4) 800
[7] (1) 1440 (2) 2880 (3) 800
[8] (1) 1440 (2) 2880 (3) 800
[9] (1) 1440 (2) 1440 (3) 2240
[10] (1) 1440 (2) 1440 (3) 1440 (4) 800
[11] (1) 1440 (2) 1440 (3) 2240
[12] (1) 1440 (2) 1440 (3) 1440 (4) 800
```

**Observations:**

- We notice the different ways the protocol splits the 5KB buffer into segments with sizes that are multiples of 1440, which is the base MSS.
- The only time the server receives segments with a size different from this pattern is when the remainder of the data needs to be transmitted.

**Scenario #2**

In this scenario, the client sends two chunks of 5KB each with two sequential write calls. The client code is:

```
client.write( buff5k );
client.write( buff5k );
```

Repeating this scenario at well-delimited intervals led to the results shown in Listing 1 on the server.

**Listing 1:** Result of repeating Scenario #2 at well-delimited intervals.
Observations:

- In the first session, both chunks of data are received in a single segment. Both write calls are processed by the link layer in a single transfer unit.
- In most other cases, the observations from Scenario #1 also apply here – the segment sizes are multiples of the base MSS and remainders.
- In some cases (1, 3, 5, 6, 8, 10), the two chunks of data are treated as a single 10KB block.
- In the other cases, the two chunks of data are transmitted separately (the segment sequence of the first 5KB chunk is highlighted).

Scenario #3

This time, the client also sends two chunks of 5KB each, but with two calls separated by a 100ms timeout. The client code is:

```javascript
client.write( buff5k );
setTimeout( function( ) {
    client.write( buff5k );
    client.end( );
}, 100 );
```

Repeating this scenario at well-delimited intervals led to the results shown in Listing 2 on the server.

Notice that when the two write calls are separated by a 100ms timeout, the two chunks of data are split into two transports and split into segments accordingly (the segments belonging to the first transport are highlighted). On decreasing the timeout to smaller values, the probability of this behaviour drops from 100%, but it is still notable.

The above observation will prove to be very useful when analysing the data received by our small SMTP server listening in the wild.

### SMTP SENDING PATTERNS

We started logging the network events in our small SMTP server, and after a while, some patterns started showing up throughout the huge log files.

The server logs events in the following format:

```
[<segment #>][<segment size>] 'received and possibly shortened data'
```

### Official MTAs

Message transfer agents (or MTAs) usually consider data persistence the top priority. This is why the process of delivery often includes saving messages on the hard drive and sending the entire contents of a message to the network in a single write call. In a very congested environment, minimizing syscalls and letting the network layer do the splitting job may prove important.

This means that, at the other end, we should receive the message in a similar way to that in which we received data in Scenario #1: sequences of segments each with a size that is a multiple of the MSS. And this is, indeed, what we received.

Take the typical example shown in Listing 3. Notice that the segment size is very consistent and only the remainder of the message differs.

Of course, as the network conditions change, the MSS may improve to multiples of the base value, making the example shown in Listing 4 also very typical.
SMTP relay servers

A slight variation of the above pattern is that seen in relay servers. Relay servers are SMTP servers that only forward the email, but not before adding their own Received header to the message. Of course, relay servers can be configured in numerous ways, but the pattern shown in Listing 5 stands out.

Notice that the received header is received in its own segment, clearly delimiting the two write sequences. The rest of the content is received just as if it were sent from a legitimate MTA (in one segment with the MSS a multiple of 1448, and another with the remainder of the data).

Clients that adjust the message contents on-the-fly

This category of clients clearly stands out because the behaviour highly resembles the email automation process of a bot generating a message from an email template.

Headers first, then entire body

In this pattern, the headers are clearly sent in a distinct writing sequence. Consider the example shown in Listing 6. Notice that the first segment contains only the message headers, while the body is sent in a distinct sequence of segments. It’s as if the message headers were generated in a completely separate sequence – an indication that they were probably forged.

Also, we notice something that shows up so frequently we almost assigned it a sub-category of its own: the SMTP sequence for ending the data transmission is sent in its own segment, as shown in Listing 7.

Distinct FROM header

This pattern is a typical (not so smart) spam bot behaviour – just pick a random email address from a set, use it as the sender and then send the rest of the message contents.

The example shown in Listing 8 depicts this pattern. Notice that the FROM header is in its own segment, while the rest of the headers and message body are sent in standard size segments (with MSS values that are multiples of 1440).

Custom tailored headers

A small variation of the above pattern is one where more headers are sent in their own separate sequences, clearly indicating a spam bot behaviour.

Let’s consider the example shown in Listing 9.
Notice that the headers of the message are sent in three distinct sequences, the SUBJECT and the FROM header values clearly standing out.

Clients on cellular networks (mobile devices)

Another pattern that stands out is one where segments have highly fluctuating MSS values, ranging from the minimum value (associated with GPRS) to higher values (associated with 3G etc.). Such fluctuations are characteristic of cellular networks, where such MSS adjustments are very common (see Listing 10).

To double check, we started checking out the sender IP addresses, only to discover that most of them indeed belonged to cellular operators.

The sender IP address that generated the example shown in Listing 10 is from a class that belongs to a mobile operator in Peru. Spam messages coming from Turkey were also not uncommon.

Email servers with a poor Internet connection

This pattern could easily have been overlooked by our research, because the TCP segments are uniform in size but they all feature a very small MSS value, characteristic of a very poor Internet connection (see Listing 11).

This means that the sender is either a low-budget server with a questionable reputation (to say the least), or not actually a server, but a spam relay bot.

The ‘2048’ fan club

The last pattern worth mentioning is a class of clients that send notably distinct sequences, each containing multiples of 1,024 bytes of data (2048 and 8192 being the most frequent). These

Listings 9: Custom tailored header.

```
Listing 9: Custom tailored header.
```

Listings 10: Fluctuations are characteristic of cellular networks, where MSS adjustments are very common.

```
Listing 10: Fluctuations are characteristic of cellular networks, where MSS adjustments are very common.
```

Listings 11: The TCP segments all feature a very small MSS value, characteristic of a very poor Internet connection.

```
Listing 11: The TCP segments all feature a very small MSS value, characteristic of a very poor Internet connection.
```
sequences are, most of the time, split into the same segment patterns, as can be seen in the example shown in Listing 12.

At first glance, we thought this fluctuation might be attributed to network fragmentation. However, high fragmentation usually triggers a mitigation reaction consisting of a rapid MSS adaptation. If segment #2 had been affected by fragmentation, the MSS for all subsequent segments would certainly have dropped from 1460 to a lower value. This is proof that our assumption is correct and that there is indeed a ‘2048’ fan club.

CONCLUSION – WHY IS STUDYING THIS BEHAVIOUR USEFUL?

This new approach to analysing messages comes with some clear advantages.

The ability to isolate a group of patterns, associate them with a type of sender and then check for them in a live environment can contribute (in some cases, decisively) to the sender IP reputation. Also, when analysing a very consistent spam flow, different patterns can aid the isolation of different and sometimes new types of botnets and of the networks they work in. Of course, the most notable examples are botnets consisting of mobile devices.

Drawbacks of this method

While trying to extract patterns, we often stumbled upon apparent noise coming from variations in the MSS value due to network fragmentation. Let's look at the example shown in Listing 13, which is not uncommon.

The above example shows that extracting relevant TCP connection patterns requires in-depth strategies that help overcome apparent noise.

Improving existing work

While researching existing work in this field, we found the most notable contribution to be from Postfix, with the Postscreen daemon. It serves as the first layer of a multi-layer defence against spam by checking the conformity of SMTP clients with the protocol. Being a rule-based system, it can definitely be improved by adding TCP-connection-level rules based on the above patterns that weigh in on the decision.
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